
Further to my e-mail sent on Monday 24/5/2021 where I provided a Site Location Map and a 
Block Site Plan Map as requested in Ade Balogun’s letter dated 5/5/2021 covering point 1 of 
his request for information to enable the planning application to be registered. 
  
This email provides the remaining outstanding information requested in Ade Balogun’s 
letter covering point 2 (Detailed drawings) and point 3 Design and Access Statement as the 
property is within the Worple Road Conservation Area covered by Article 4 (even though the 
property itself is not a listed building). 
  
DETAILED DRAWINGS 
Attached are documents referenced B014-002 rev1, B014-005 rev1, B014-006 rev1 and 
B014-008 rev1, these being the original Planning Approved drawings for building extension 
works carried out in 2005. The Revision 1 status relates to words added, bubbled for ease of 
reference, specifically relating to the design aspect of the proposed new scope of works to 
the property, in accordance with Application ref. 21/00627/FLH, i.e. re-roofing of the 
existing garage with modern two-layer high performance elastomeric roof felt in Charcoal 
grey to match the existing roof covering, to replace the now leaking 50 year-old roofing felt, 
plus replacement and extended existing Lean-Too weather protection roof of timber rafters 
and wall plate, including new plastic corrugating roofing sheets. The scope of works also 
includes the replacement of fascia, soffits and gutters to both the main building and the 
garage in no maintenance uPVC material. 
  
DESIGN and ACCESS STATEMENT 
  
I have included some photographs of the various repairs and maintenance works outlined in 
the planning application to help explain why the works outlined are necessary.  
The scope of the works does not entail any new construction activities to the existing 
buildings as all the work outlined is like for like to repair and maintain the property to a high 
standard and not let it fall into a state of disrepair if these works are not performed. The 
enlargement of the Lean-Too is the only exception amongst all the work outlined in the 
planning application which remains a like for like replacement. 
  
The access strategy entails all necessary access equipment, tools, plant and equipment for 
the safe and expedient execution of the works, with access achieved from the property 
driveway. There are no special delivery or/and access requirements for the scope of works 
in the document, which should be completed within a 3-5 day period for the re-roofing of 
the garage, the lean too work and the replacement of facia, soffits and gutters, allowing for 
time contingencies. 
  
Trusting that the above and attached now provides you with the required supplementary 
information required to register our planning application. 
  
Very much looking forward to your approval as soon as is possible. The recent heavy rain 
has further deteriorated the garage roof construction, to the extent that it is now becoming 
unsafe. 
  
Best Regards, 



  
Graham Bailey 
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